SIDE-EVENT AT THE OCCASION OF THE 23RD SESSION OF THE COMMISSION ON CPCJ on

The International Legal Framework surrounding

VICTIMS PROTECTION

Tuesday, May 13th, 2014, 13.00 p.m. Room M7

• Introduction to the Theme by Ms. Ilona Graenitz, Vice-President of the Association of Former Parliamentarians of the Member States of the Council of Europe and Chairperson of the Vienna NGO Committee on the Status of Women on “The universal Human Rights of victims of crime to be protected”

• Comments by Mr. Abdu Katuntu, MP Uganda, Vice-Chair of the Legal and Parliamentary Affairs Committee, Vice-Chair PGA National Group Uganda on “The Protection of Victims under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Uganda’s implementing legislation & practise”

• Comments by Her Honor Justice Dr. Lilian Hofmeister (Austria), alternate member of the Austrian Constitutional Court and Chairwoman and founder of the Austrian Women Judges Association, on “Protection of Victims of Crime and Violence, in particular women”

Time for Questions and Answers